OUT FOR THE COUNT

The realisation of a wealthy Italian count’s dream, but it is not just the outrageously opulent body that gives this Mercedes enduring appeal.
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They were astounded to discover that it was actually Count Trossi himself who sketched the car’s lines, and that it was sent to Britain to be built.

The Mercedes SS/K/L cars of the 1920s and 1930s still stand as some of the most successful and famous designs in the pre-war history of Mercedes-Benz, winning praise both as road cars but also as race cars.

The car was powered by a 6-cylinder engine, number 37640, which was delivered to the Mercedes-Benz plant in September 1936. Some weeks later, it was sent to the Mercedes-Benz sales agent in Milan, Carlo Felice Trovaglio, where it stayed for over a year before it was bought by the Italian count Carlo Felice Trossi in 1932.

The car’s full history only came to light when its current owner, the Ralph Lauren collection, did some research. It came to this conclusion in 1990, and between 1991 and 1993 it was restored by Paul Russell. Assuming that one of the era’s many talented coachbuilders came up with this design, Lauren and Russell were astounded to discover that it was actually Count Trossi himself who sketched the car’s lines, after which it was sent off to Britain where it was built by the name of Weyman. The body is made of lightwood, but the car’s history is somewhat more colourful.

Carlo Felice Trossi came from a wealthy Italian banking family and was a major patron of both sports cars, aeroplanes and yachts. Born in Milan on April 27, 1904 (he died in Milan on May 3, 1949 from cancer), he was the stereotypical gentleman racer, one who found success. His name for $1000 Ferrari was the second president of Scuderia Ferrari.
and competed in many grands prix. However, the fabric of his nation's motorsport was torn apart when in 1991 Rudolf Caracciola and Wilhelm Sebastian in a Mercedes-Benz SSK took the first time a non Italian driver had won that famous and интернетные races. It certainly brought the clove-pointed star to the attention of the Italians. Indeed, a year after Caracciola's success, Count Trossi entered the Mille Miglia himself—and he also brought this SSK's success.

As well as racing, Count Trossi was also interested in the development of cars and had a number of projects, one of which was this Black Prince. Despite not being a designer by trade, Trossi's cars have a boldness and great stylefulness to them, a huge departure from the more traditional form of the original Mercedes-Benz SSK. The blakc paint, quite apart from lending the car its name, gives it a very exciting appearance. The design flows so well that it is almost as if it flows or flows—it could be described as a moving sculpture.

With just two seats and no doors, the long bonnet has 11 engine cords running inside. The sweeping radiator shaped from a straight steel round the six-spoke wire wheels, whilst the rear wheels are hidden under spats that wear the three-pointed star. View inside the pointed wings, like the tails of a dinner jacket, give it an almost hit look, slender fins running along the tops of the rear wings adding definition. However, while outwardly it is outrageous, underneath it is a standard Mercedes-Benz SSK. The seven-litre, straight-six engine is fitted with higher compression pistons and with the so-called "elephant blower", a larger version of the supercharger.

NEVER ENDING STORY

The SSK was bought and sold several times by Trossi between 1932 and 1949. After his death, the car went to Argentina in 1952. Between 1952 and 1956 it passed through four American owners, before it came to Britain and then returned to the USA again around 1985. Ralph Lauren bought it in 1998 and, after its restoration, he won several prestigious awards, among them the concours d'elegance in Pebble Beach in 1993 and the concours d'elegance in Villa D'Este in 2007.

The Black Prince is a masterpiece of design as well as an ongoing source of mystery. It is perhaps unsurprising that despite his Italian connections Count Trossi bought a Mercedes-Benz, and that took it to the U.K. instead of letting one of the well-known Italian styling houses like Zagato realise his dream. It is a story with questions that will probably never be answered, but for many these simply add to the fascination of this car, whose design and torque means it will forever be remembered.